This puper discusses a 2%D tracking nrethod allowing real-time recovery qfthe 3 0 position aid orientcttion of a head moving 9 1 its iniitge plane. The described nrethod uses n 2D elliptical head model. a region-and ail edgebayed matching algorithms, and a Linear Kaiman Filter estimator. The restilting motion tracking system workv in a rcdistic environment without niakeup on the jute, with iincalihrated cumnero, and iinknown lighting conditions and backg-ounci.
. Introduction
Model-based video coding (MBVC) has recently emerged as a very low bit rate video compression method suitable for Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) applications [I] . The MBVC increases coding eficiency by using knowledge about the scene content and describing the real world geometry by 3D model objects. The principle of this compression i . . to generate a parametric model of the image seen at the emission end and to transmit only the characteristic parameters describing how the model changes in time. These differential parameters are then used to animate the model of the image recovered at the reception end. The first step in a full automatic MBVC system is the jitce detection allowing the identification and location of the face in first image frames. The next step is motion estinrotion encompassing global 3D-motion recovery, local motion estimation, expression and emotion analysis, etc. The problem is technologically difficult, as 3D motion parameters have to be extracted fmm a sequence of 2D images of the performer's head-and-shoulders. This paper discusses a 2%D tracking inethocl for the real-time measurement of four head motion parameters: 3D position and orientation around the normal to the image plane. This method uses a 2D elliptical head model, two matching algoritlmt: a redon-and an edge-based, and a Linear Kalman Filter (LKF) estimator. Our global motion tracking system is meant to work in a realistic CVE without makeup on speaker's face, with uncalibrated camera, and unknown lighting conditions and background.
Tracking head motion
To detect and locate a human face, the system will process the image, identifying relevant features, and then use these features to recognize and determine the location of the face. Visual events such as background or ambient light changes, and unanticipated motion of the camera or the target, concur to produce undetected, irrecoverable failure in many existing visual trackers. Robust visual tracking of an object in a complex environment will require the integration of several different visual modules, each using a different criterion and each employing different assumptions about the incoming images. The modules must be selected so that when one module fails another can come to aid, or take over.
We have used both the face color and contour matching techniques to track the 2D projection of the head. In order to find head models convenient for tracking, we exploit two geometrical properlies: rigidity and symmetry. The rough symmetry about the vertical axis passing through its center results in an approximate constant head-projection into the image plane. This 2D projection can be modeled by an ellipse with a fixed aspect ratio of 1.2, and a variable orientation, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Elliptical face-model
The 2D elliptical head model has four parameters:
location (x, U), size 0 , and orientation y around z-axis (normal to the image plane). The elliptical model space is defined as a four-dimensional vector s = ( x , y , 0 , 7) .
The initial ellipse size 0, is computed for the initial frame and stored. Then on subsequent fnmes, depth estimates t, are recovered by computing the instantaneous size of the model and comparing it with 0, :
The t , value will get smaller as the target approaches the camera, and larger as it moves away. Thus it provides an estimate of the relative distance of the target froin the camera.
The recovered 3D position is given by ( x , y , f , ) , and the planar orientation by y . The recovered motion parameters are propagated to the AnimatiodRendering block of the MBVC system, which renders a new posture of the 3D-model, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. Tracking the head rotation about z-axis
Once the head is detected, an elliptical outline is fitted to the head contour. Every time a new image becomes available, the tracker will try to fit the ellipse model from the previous iinage iii such a way to best approximate the position of the head in the new image. Essentially, tracking consists of an update of the ellipse-state S = (x, y, 6 , y ) ? to provide a best model match for tlie head in the new image. The state is updated by a hypothesize-and-test procedure [8], [9] in which the goodness of the match is dependent upon the intensity gmdients around the object's boundary and the color of the object's interior:
where qg (ai, yi ), qc (a,, Y j ) are the matching scores based on intensity gradients and object color, respectively. The ellipse's state S is continually updated by local searches combining the output of two "orthogonal" modules of the 2%D trackiiig systeix fi) Contour Gradient Module: dealing with the intensity gradient around the ellipse's perimeter.
(ii) Face Color Module: dealing with color infornntion inside the elliptical model ("face-color inside'' and "no-face-color outside" the ellipse).
These two modules will complement each other, leading to a robust, real-time system that is able to accurately crack a person's head allowing full 360-degree out-of-plane rotation, short severe occlusion. arbitrary camera movement. and multiple moving people in the background.
The state space is built offline to improve the tracker speed, and it is made up of an ellipse array with size and orientation within certain range (Fig. 3) .
where I is the intensity and (R,G,B) is the pixel color information.
The resulting gray image is smoothed by convolving with a [SxS] Gaussian filter (Fig. 4a) . Then a rough approximation to the gradient magnitude is obtained by convolving the image with a Sobel edge detector filter (Fig. 4b) . Thresholding the gradient (Fig. 4c) helps to reduce the sensitivity to contrast, [I] . Without this threshold. the ellipse model could be attracted to really strong gradients on the background rather than mediocre gradients around the head. For every new frame the tracker will search along the x and y axes with a span of +6 pixels, f l pixel for ellipse's size, and &30° for orientation y . These values can be optimized when using a recursive estimation technique. A Lineor Kaltnuti Filter (LKF) predicting velocity and acceleration is used to improve the behavior of the tracker because it removes any restriction on the maximum lateral velocity and acceleration of the subject. Each new search starts from tlie estimated location, size, and orientation baqed on the LKF prediction.
Adaptive sub-sampling
In order to improve speed. our tracker employs a coarse-to-fine position-searching algorithm, by subsampling the image. Once an image area at location ( x , v ) is checked, the next area is chosen starting at location ( x + c , y ) . When the end of the scan tine has been reached, then the area starting at ( x , y + c) is checked. Then the procedure is repeated by setting c = &(c / 2) , until c = 1 . Sub-sampling affects both the accuracy and the speed of the tracking. If c is too large than the position estimates will be too noisy. If c is too small then too much time will be taken up searching each image area. In our algorithm we start with c = 3.
Contour Gradient Module
The "region-of-interest" (ROI) of the input image is preprocessed by firstly extracting the gray information at each ROI pixel: (.) denotes the dot product.
Face Color Module
This module uses a Mixture of Gaussian (MOO) model to label only the pixels belonging to the ROI (i.e. the face) and then tries to best fit the elliptical model on the "facelabeled" area. The ellipse fitting is done using a normalized log-likelihood maximization technique. Tlie This adaptation is suspended in case of tracking failure, and restarted when the tracker regains the target.
Linear Kalman Filter (LKF) for 2%D tracking
The continuous linear imaging process is sampled at discrete time intervals by grabbing images at a constant time interval. These iniages are then sequentially analyzed using a LKF to determine the motion trajectory of the face within a detennined error range.
The LKF is a recursive procedure that consists of two stages: time updates (or prediction) and measurement updates (or correction). At each iteration, the filter provides an optimal estimate of the current state using the current input measurement, and produces an estimate of the future state using the underlying state model. The values, which we want to smooth and predict independently, are the tracker state parameters. The tracker will employ a LKF as a recursive motion prediction tool, for the recovery of the 2%D head pose parameters.
The LKF estimates the state s E R" of a discrete-time process that is governed by the linear first-order difference equation:
This process is sampled and quantified at discrete time intervals k, producing the set of experimental measurement data:
where:
. w(k) and v(k) are random variables that represent the process and measurement noise ( both supposed to be white noises, independent and having normal probability distributions: p(~,)-N(0,Ql, p(v)-N(0.R) ).
The n-hy-n matrix A is the state transition matrix.
The ni-by-n matrix H is the measurement transition matrix. n is the number of state parameters, and m is the niimber of measurements.
The LKF's task is to provide a "best" linear estimate (filtered value) ;(k), and a "best" predicted value i ( k I k -1) of the states(k) . "Best" means estimators that mniiumize the mean square error of each state component simnultaneously. 
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Imdementation and experimental results
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Ideally, we want to smooth and predict the entire ellipse state vector, including its position, scale and orientation. The most important element of the ellipse state vector represents its position, since each search starts at the estimated face location. Estimating scale and orientation could improve the speed of die tracking algoritlun, but the tracking success (correctness and speed) depends most on the predicted search location. Hence. we chose the state vector to model only the motion of the tracker position in x-y plane, = (x,, y(. , ic , yc ,i,, j j J .
Our dynamic system describes both coordinates of the center of the tracker by its position, velocity and acceleration Using Newton dynamics, the state equation (1) The actual inter-frame time is continuously measured and used as At in the state eqtiation.
The update stage is an iterative process generating estimates of the next state parameters and the associated error covariance matrix.
Since the search area should be as small as possible, yet be large enough to accommodate face motion variations, the size of this area is adjusted according to the most recent deviation between the real and predicted trajectories. The search area is centered at the estimated face location. We start the face search within an area of [ (~/ 3 0 ) X ( h / 3 0 ) ] , where w and h are the width, respectively the height of the captured image.
The search window boundaries can be adjusted using the error covariance, or the difference "predictedmeasured" position values. When the deviation of the "predicted-measured" position is small, the search area is only a little bit larger than the initial area. As the deviation increases, the expansion factors modify the search window and the RO1 containing the face. The image geometry parameters mentioned in Fig. 5 are:
. 
Conclusion
successllly separate the rigid from the non-rigid motion of the head ("pose/expression separation"). The head pose has to be accurately computed before attempting to recover the expressions.
The 2 W I trucking model-based algorithm discussed in this paper allows automatic recovery of four headparameters: the 3D position and the rotation angle around the normal axis of the image plane. Experimental results show that this tracking system works well in a realistic videoconferencing environment, without nlakeup highlighting the speaker's facial features, unknown lighting conditions, and unknown scene background.
